THINGS2DO

+385 91 1100 630, www. ristorante-spagho.com
Italian cuisine made by original recipes in the very center
of Rijeka! Our elegant venue, decorated in wood and
stone, is located near the thrilling city bustle overlooking
the waterfront of Rijeka, only a few steps from the market
and the city's main promenades Corso and Molo longa.
An excellent place for family and friend gatherings,
business meetings or romantic occasions.

2 CITY CAFFE

RIJEKA

J.P. Kamova 81/A
Tower Center RIJEKA
www.wettpunkt.hr
Enjoy more than 130 slot machines and electronic
roulettes (ARISTCRAT, NOVOMATIC,ATRONIC,WMS,
AMATIC,EGT). Players on all slot machines have a chance
to win JACKPOT prizes. Also we have a sport betting with
LIVE and DOG RACE betting. All these services you can
enjoy in smoking and non smoking areas accompanied
with wide selection of drinks and snacks.
Janka Polića Kamova 81
Tower Center, RIJEKA
www.blitz-cinestar.hr

2 CINESTAR

CINEMAS

CineStar Cinemas is the largest cinema chain with 14
multiplexes in the region region and state-of-the-art
technology including IMAX, 4DX, Auro 3D, eXtreme and
Gold Class theaters.Enjoy the best new movies from
around the world in their original language with Croatian
subtitles – only our animated features are dubbed, all
other movies are not! And don't forget to try the most
delicious popcorn in the region!

City is a friendly cafe where you can enjoy your cup of
favorite coffee. If your heart is set on something sweet, you
can choose from our daily selection of cakes & pies. For
something different, we have cocktails and delicious tapas.
We're located in the center, just follow the smell of coffee. :)

3 CHINA RESTAURANT
Jadranski trg 4c, RIJEKA

3 FESTIVAL KVARNER
V. Nazora 3, OPATIJA
+385 (0)51 210 512
ofice@festivalkvarner.com, www.festivalkvarner.com
Gustav Mahler was here, Giacomo Puccini visited together
with Franz Lehar and Emmerich Kalman who were regular
guests, all of them clearly enchanted by that special
something in Opatija, something which inspires the
creative spirit. One hundred years later it is doing the very
same for our musicians. So many secrets here to be told!

+385 (0)51/410 888
www.peking-ri.com

One of the oldest chinese restaurants in Rijeka with
famous traditional chinese food and other Asian
specialties. Placed in a pleasant atmospere and
located in the center of the town. Visit us every day
from 7:00 to 24:00h. Free Wii.

4 GELATERIA CORSO

Korzo 20, RIJEKA
+385 (0)51 301945
www.gelateria-corso.com, FB Gelateria Corso Rijeka

THINGS2SEE

Gelateria Corso is situated in the center of city. We can
offer you the best ice-creams and cakes in the town. Among
the rich offer we suggest ice-cream sundae, pancakes,
alcoholic and non -alcoholic beverages, cooffe cocktails and
smoothies. Visit us on the terrace or in conditioned premises
on the floor.

1 MARITIME & HISTORY MUSEUM

OF THE CROATIAN LITTORAL
Muzejski Trg 1, RIJEKA
RIJEKA
+385 51 21 35 78, www.ppmhp.hr

5 BISTRO YACHT

The Maritime and History Museum of the Croatian
Littoral Rijeka with its valuable collections represents
a reference of a long and rich history on the crossroads
of the middle Europe and Mediterranean. The seat of
the Museum is the former Governors palace, a cultural
monument and the museum exhibit no.1.

Zert 1 (OPATIJA PORT)
+385 (0)51 272 345
www.yacht-club-opatija.com
Bistro Yacht Club, situated in the picturesque port of
Opatija, full of boats and soaked in the scent of pine trees,
is a true temple of homemade Istrian-littoral cuisine. The
ishermen, boaters and gourmets come to Yacht Club
every day to enjoy in delicious meals with fresh ish, crabs
or shells, but also meat dishes and pasta, all with a glass
of one of the numerous wines on our list.

CLUB OPATIJA

2 NATURAL HISTORY
Lorenzov prolaz 1, RIJEKA
+385 (0)51 553 669
www.prirodoslovni.com
Natural History Museum collects, stuffs and conserves
the objects of natural science from the Primorskogoranska county. Our permenant display through
original specimens informs you about the natural
heritage, the history of research, as well as the current
status and preservation of nature in the Rijeka region.

MUSEUM

6

3 CROATIAN NATIONAL Uljarska 1, RIJEKA

THEATRE zajc@hnk-zajc.hr,+385/51/355900
www.hnk-zajc.hr
130th anniversary

The impressive building of what is today the Croatian
National Theatre “Ivan pl. Zajc” in Rijeka, designed by
Viennese architects Fellner and Helmer, was formally
opened on October 3, 1885. Neo-renaissance on the
outside and neo-baroque inside, it also features a
painted ceiling by Gustav Klimt and Franz Matsch.

4 THE CROATIAN MUSEUM

OF TOURISM

Park Angiolina 1, OPATIJA
+385 (0)51 603 636
www.hrmt.hr
The Croatian Museum of Tourism, located in the
170-year-old villa in the center of the Park Angiolina
in Opatija, tells the story about the history of tourism
in Croatia, but also about how tourism affects all of us
today – how our cities are changing, how we change
whan we travel and receive travelers.

5 DECUMANUS GALLERY
Trg Sv. Kvirina 1, KRK, +385 (0)51 220 041, www.grad-krk.hr
Decumanus Gallery is the only exhibit space in the City of Krk in
which audience during the whole year may visit various exhibition
programs. During the spring and summer visitors can enjoy the
art shows of the eminent domestic and international artists,
with a focus on those who follow contemporary practice. This
gallery, located at the entrance to the old town, is on the list of
juried galleries by Croatian Association of Artists and Croatian
Association of Artists of Applied Arts.

6 NATIONAL PARK

NORTHERN VELEBIT
www.np-sjeverni-velebit.hr
Mountain peaks along the North Adriatic are an ideal
destination for active holidays and recreation in nature
where you can experience pristine wilderness. Cycling,
hiking, taking photos –the choice is yours. All your
efforts will be rewarded with stunning natural beauties
and spectacular views of the sea.

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY CALL:
+385 / 192 Police
+385 / 194 Ambulance
+385 / 193 Fire

www.hellocroatia.eu

advertise in our
next edition!

/ Hello Croatia

impressum:
Radovi djece iz Dječjeg doma „Tić“ Rijeka
(simbol: morski pas)

OPATIJA – Queen of the Adriatic

PICASSO 0-24H

P.R. Vitezovica 3b, RIJEKA
www.citycafferijeka.com

PEKING WOK

MEET RIJEKA

1 WETTPUNKT

5

1 RISTORANTE SPAGHO
Ivana Zajca 24a, RIJEKA
Pizzeria Spaghetteria
+385 51 311 122;
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FOOD&DRINK

Nakladnik: sven darrer
uredniCI izdanja: tea bikić, josipa mustać
AUTOR ILUSTRACIJE NA NASLOVNICI: TOMO VUKAS
GRAFIČKO OBLIKOVANJE: JELENA KAJGANOVIĆ

For terms and
conditions contact:
Darrer d.o.o.
Ilica 107, 10000 Zagreb
M: 385 91 573 0798
385 91 766 5479
E: prodaja@darrer.hr
darrer@net.hr

Create your own mosaic of experiences
The City of Rijeka and its circle of interesting places and facilities are a
unique blend of blue and green, dynamic and relaxed, old and new, calm
and illed with adrenaline...
The City of Rijeka is located by the sea and has all the facilities you
could want from a Mediterranean tourist centre: beautiful beaches,
promenades, squares and streets, a rich program of events and
atmosphere. In addition, the rich and diverse surrounding area
provides you with the opportunity to escape into tradition, romance,
pristine flavours or adrenaline sports and even - why not? - a ski resort
overlooking the sea. Truly, a unique mosaic!

All facets of the city
In the historical image of this city, from prehistoric times and then the
Gothic and Baroque Rijeka, as well as the strong influences of the AustroHungarian Empire, centuries have accumulated and each of them left its
mark in its architecture, creating an interesting city core rich with historical
monuments. In the city centre – at the always lively Korzo, in the narrow
streets of the old historical core, before the monuments that speak of past
centuries, or in the silence of Trsat, the oldest Croatian Marian shrine –
Rijeka always lives differently and shows another of itsmany facets.

The rhythm of everyday life
The calendar of Rijeka is full of events throughout the year, so regardless
of when they visit,guests will ind many interesting and attractive shows
including music, drama, art ... as well as urban youth clubs that offer
entertainment precisely adapted to their needs. There is a rich list of
cultural performances and traditional events that mark the vibrant
Rijeka streets, squares or the beautiful areas of cultural institutions –
especially in the summer.
However, if we are to highlight just one of the many annual events, then
that is certainly the international Rijeka Carnival, which was ranked at
the top of the most attractive world events by the Sunday Times. Crazy
fun is guaranteed!
Although Rijeka has a rich history, it is not conined but instead pulsates
in the dynamic rhythm of everyday life. But when the lights go out and
many cities become still, Rijeka remains alive and vibrant in its cafes
and restaurants with outstanding gastronomic offer and, of course, in
the clubs where fun for the young lasts long into the night.

Discover the surrounding area
If you ever wish to replace the blue of the sea with the greenery of the
forest, urban dynamics with the quiet of a secluded beach, city streets
with romantic historical towns, modernity with tradition, tranquillity with
adrenaline, travel by car, by bicycle on the well-maintained bike trails, or
on foot and explore the rich surrounding area of Rijeka with its tourist
gems of Kastav, Kraljevica, Bakar and Kostrena, Viškovo, Jelenje, Klana
and Čavle. Each of them will offer a unique and interesting story in which
you are not just spectators, but the most important protagonists. From
everything that surrounds you, you will put together the mosaic yourself,
according to your preferences.
And this is exactly why you have chosen Rijeka, right?

Opatija, this elegant tourist destination, lies at the centre of the Riviera
with the longest tradition of tourism in Croatia. The very attractive
geographic position, enabling its warm seas to be quickly reached
from many cities in Central Europe, lush green scenery and a pleasant
climate were some of the main reasons for its beginning and the quick
development of its tourism at the end of the 19th century. Built mainly at
the turn of the 20th century, Opatija has remained in complete harmony
with Nature right up until
the present day. Wellmaintained public gardens,
the illuminated 12-km-long
coastal promenade known
as the "Lungomare", wellkept beaches and fountains
provide a stunning backdrop
for the villas and hotels
that cater comfortably
for up to 7,000 guests.
Opatija's ideal position at
the juncture between sea
and mainland is reflected
in its gastronomy. Creative
menus mix continental
and Mediterranean cuisine,
which cannot be imagined
without perfectly fresh local
organic food. The contrasts
of sea and mountains,
green parks and blue
ocean, old buildings and
modern comforts, noisy
entertainment
venues
and quiet destinations for
excursions all combine
to make Opatija and
its surroundings a very
attractive tourist resort at
any time of the year.
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CITY CAFFE RIJEKA
CHINA RESTAURANT PEKING WOK
GELLATERIA CORS
BISTRO YACHT CLUB
KRAŠ CHOCOLATERIA

AD AURO DOMUS
Exchange ofice right where you need it!

MARITIME AND HISTORY MUSEUM
NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM
CROATIAN NATIONAL THEATRE
THE CROATIAN MUSEUM OF TOURISM
DECUMANUS GALLERY
NATIONAL PARK NORTHERN VELEBIT

AK RIJEKA 1 – Užarska 22
AK ŠKURINJE – Osječka 67b

